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INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer or bronchogenic carcinoma refers to tumors originating in the lung parenchyma or 
within the bronchi.[1] Globally, lung cancer has emerged as the most important cause of morbidity and 
mortality, accounting for more than 180,000 newly diagnosed patients and 160,000 deaths.[2] A highest 
incidence rate of 34.2 and a mortality rate of 30/100,000 were reported in men in 2014.[3] An increased 
lung cancer incidence among women has been reported in Hungary, followed by North America, 
North and West Europe, and Chile.[4] Smoking is responsible for about 85% of all lung cancers[5] but, 
now, this is changing. Incidence among non-smoking females has become an important concern.[6] 
In India, lung cancer was initially thought to be extremely rare. However, later, it is found to rise all 
over the country, and currently, it ranks fourth (5.9%) in overall cancer incidence. Shockingly, it is 
adenocarcinoma, the type least linked with smoking that is increasing faster. A rise in the incidence of 
lung cancer in non-smoking Indian women is yet another shocking trend.[7]

Although notable progress in lung cancer treatment has been made in recent years, the mortality 
rate remains very high because it is often diagnosed at an advanced stage. Long-term survival 
is confined to patients with Stage 0 disease. However, only 0.6% of the lung cancer population 
constitutes this group since these small tumors are clinically asymptomatic.[8] erefore, much 
interest has been devoted to identifying reliable methods for detecting the disease in the 
asymptomatic phase itself and prompt treatment in addition to primary prevention strategies. 
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ABSTRACT
Lung cancer has always been a burden to the society since its non-effective early detection and poor survival status. 
Different imaging modalities such as computed tomography scan have been practiced for lung cancer detection. 
is review focuses on the importance of sputum cytology for early lung cancer detection and biomarkers 
effective in sputum samples. Published articles were discussed in light of the potential of sputum cytology 
for lung cancer early detection and risk assessment across high-risk groups. Recent developments in sample 
processing techniques have documented a clear potential to improve or refine diagnosis beyond that achieved 
with conventional sputum cytology examination. e diagnostic potential of sputum cytology may be exploited 
better through the standardization and automation of sputum preparation and analysis for application in routine 
laboratory practices and clinical trials. e challenging aspects in sputum cytology as well as sputum-based 
molecular markers are to ensure appropriate standardization and validation of the processing techniques.
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Imaging techniques are the current mainstream diagnostic 
methods to detect lung cancer. e most prevalent approach 
is computed tomography (CT), sometimes combined with 
positron emission tomography (PET). Early detection of 
lung cancer by screening using low-dose CT (LDCT) has 
been reported to increase survival. International Early Lung 
Cancer Action Program has documented a 10-year survival 
of 88% in early stage lung cancer patients, identified in 
screening.[9] Furthermore, the National Lung Screening Trial 
with LDCT reported a reduction of death by 20%, in which 
three annual CT scans were done.[10] ese results from the 
developed countries demonstrate that screening can detect 
disease at an early stage when it can be effectively controlled. 
However, none of these imaging techniques is feasible for 
screening in India and similar countries. Sputum cytology 
has been recognized as the only non-invasive laboratory 
method of diagnosis for lung cancer, and there are some 
reports of X-ray chest and sputum-based studies.[11] e first 
study was in 1960, in which X-ray chest-based screening 
could not find any role in identifying the early lesions of lung 
cancer. During the 1970s, NCI reported the results of three 
randomized studies of sputum cytology combined with an 
X-ray chest. During the same period, another randomized 
study of chest X-ray combined with sputum cytology was 
reported in Czechoslovakia.[12] None of these studies were 
helpful in detecting lung cancer at a resectable stage which 
has been attributed to the lack of sensitivity of sputum 
cytology at that time. According to the American Cancer 
Society guidelines of 2012, the death rate due to lung cancer 
can be reduced considerably by regular screening with CT, 
which is out of question in India and other low-resource 
countries.[10] Hence, there is an urgent need for more sensitive 
cost-effective non-invasive techniques for the identification 
of early malignant and pre-neoplastic lesions of the lung. 
We present a review of the current literature to identify the 
possibility of using molecular markers to supplement the 
conventional morphological evaluation and preselect high-
risk people so that they can be subjected to further imaging 
techniques to identify early lesions.

METHODOLOGY

A systematic literature search in PubMed, Scopus, and 
Google Scholar databases was performed for relevant articles 
published up to December 2020 with lung cancer biology, 
lung cancer early detection, lung cancer molecular markers, 
and sputum cytology-lung cancer detection as keywords. e 
search rooted on some inclusion criteria such as the articles 
published in peer-reviewed journals in the English language 
with our keywords in the aspects of lung cancer diagnosis 
and management including pioneer publications relevant 
to the current review. e case studies, clinical reports, and 
meeting proceedings were included if they cued on our 
theme of interest.

LUNG CANCER BIOLOGY

Anatomically, the respiratory tract is constituted by the 
upper and lower respiratory system composed of multiple 
types of epithelial and non-epithelial cells. Lung cancers 
can arise from any of these cells and, therefore, present with 
highly variable signs and symptoms. e cellular origins of 
different histopathological subtypes of lung cancers remain 
controversial. Each subtype arises from distinct cells of origin 
localized in a defined microenvironment. Squamous cell lung 
cancers constitute about 25–30% and arise from the proximal 
airway with a proximal-to-distal distribution pattern, 
whereas adenocarcinoma constitutes about 40% of all lung 
cancers, arise from a more distal locus often in the peripheral 
bronchi.[13] Bronchioalveolar cancers/adenocarcinoma 
in  situ (AIS) and minimally invasive adenocarcinoma arise 
in alveoli and spread through the intra-alveolar connections. 
Small cell lung cancers (SCLC) comprise about 10–15%, 
arise from the hormonal cells of the lung, and tend to be the 
central mediastinal tumors. Non-small cell lung carcinomas 
(NSCLCs) not otherwise specified comprise 10% and arise 
from a more proximal location. However, lung cancer has 
been generally grouped into two main histopathological 
subtypes: NSCLC constituting approximately 85% and SCLC 
about 15% of all lung cancers.

Abundant genetic diversity is distinctive in lung cancer. Next-
generation sequencing and similar high-throughput genetic 
profiling have reported mutations, epigenetic alterations, 
and structural rearrangements in different genes involved in 
oncogenic pathways. Activation by amplification of different 
oncogenes has been reported in different subtypes of lung 
carcinomas.[14] Despite its impact on oncogenesis, all these 
mutations are evident in advanced lung cancers, and none of 
them is instrumental in early detection of lung cancer.

As for other carcinomas, lung carcinoma is also preceded 
by precancerous lesions whose molecular signatures remain 
an enigma for oncologists. Unravelling of the oncogenic 
progression of these precancerous lesions to invasive lung 
carcinoma and the molecular insights into it is greatly 
demanding. Squamous metaplasia, squamous dysplasia 
(SD), and carcinoma in situ (CIS) are the three precursor 
lesions known for squamous cell carcinoma[15] whereas 
atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH) and AIS are that 
for adenocarcinoma.[16] For carcinoids, diffuse idiopathic 
pulmonary neuroendocrine cell hyperplasia (DIPNECH) 
and tumorlets are ranked as the pre-neoplastic types, and for 
large cell carcinoma, no such lesions are explored till date.[17] 
ese asymptomatic precancerous lesions are often present 
as indeterminate pulmonary nodules and identification of 
patients at this stage when curative treatment is possible 
is extremely important and improves the prognosis. 
Pre-existing basal cell hyperplasia is a hub of squamous 
metaplasia and dysplasia where squamous differentiation 
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occurs, and a differentiated ciliated epithelium marks the 
growing basal zone. Normal bronchial epithelium platforms 
the development of in situ carcinoma in a period of 10–
15 years.[18] AAH is often small and asymptomatic diagnosed 
incidentally during surgery or with spiral CT having high 
resolution. AAH often develops in the centriacinar region 
near the respiratory bronchioles from the progenitor cell 
with a potential for both Type II pneumocyte and Clara cell 
differentiation.[19]

e oncogenic path of many lung tumors is yet to be 
deciphered. Lung neuroendocrine tumors comprising 
25% of all lung cancers are a widely discussed one in this 
aspect. e hyperplastic and pre-neoplastic lesions are 
thought to arise from an undifferentiated multipotential 
bronchial epithelial cell in the central and peripheral regions 
of the lung.[20] DIPNECH, one of the most mysterious 
neuroendocrine disorders of the lungs, is considered as a pre-
neoplastic lesion that has to be proved further.[21]

GENETICAL ALTERATIONS IN PRENEOPLASTIC 
LESIONS

Sequential alterations of numerous genetic and molecular 
characteristics have been observed in pre-invasive lesions 
and even in the bronchial epithelium of smokers that appear 
to be normal.[22,23] e frequency and number of these 
alterations were found to vary with respect to the grade of 
abnormality in atypia, metaplasia, CIS, and AAH, opening up 
an opportunity to be exploited as predictors of malignancy 
in combination.[24] Genomic integrity of p53 and of bcl2 has 
been documented as indicators in pre-invasive bronchial 
lesions.[25] Mutation of the KRAS gene has been observed to 
be more frequent in AAH than in SD.[26]

Deletion of the fragile histidine triad tumor suppressor 
gene is often seen in lung carcinomas, especially in NSCLC 
and pre-invasive lesions of both squamous cell carcinoma 
and adenocarcinoma.[26] Proliferative markers such as Ki67 
have been reported to display a progressive expression level 
with atypia in both SD and AAH.[27,28] Among the cell cycle 
regulatory proteins, p16 was found to be hypermethylated 
and lost in SD, whereas Cyclin D1 and E were found 
overexpressed in pre-cancerous lesions of squamous 
and glandular cells.[26,29] CIS was reported to be rare in 
AAH.[18] Most studies suggest a prolonged pre-invasive lag 
phase of more than 5 years for the pre-neoplastic lesions to 
turn malignant. If tackled at this phase, neoplastic progression 
can be prevented effectively. Recent research focuses on 
developing suitable criteria for this high-risk population 
screening. Lung cancer screening was initiated in the early 
60s with chest radiography and sputum cytology in multiple 
centers, but the results were not promising.[30-33] ereafter, 
screening module was upgraded with LDCT found beneficial 
to reduce the mortality rate significantly.[34-36] However, 

overdiagnosis and several adverse effects such as high false-
positive rate, cost of doing, and radiation exposure were the 
drawbacks making LDCT difficult to practice.[10] PET using 
fluorodeoxyglucose and autofluorescence bronchoscopy was 
found to be highly beneficial for detecting very small lesions 
and thickenings in the lung.[37,38]

Selective detection of volatile organic compounds with gas 
chromatography and pattern recognition method are the 
two main approaches currently being investigated which 
aids breath print analysis as a developing powerful tool for 
enhancing early detection of lung cancer.[39-41] Despite the 
promising results of these studies, no large-scale studies have 
been performed so far to establish its potential for identifying 
pre-invasive lesions.[42]

MOLECULAR MARKERS

An escalating number of potential molecular markers for 
diagnosis as well as prognosis have been added by recent 
research, but none of them could be moved to clinical 
practice. Tissue-based studies have revealed several 
epigenetic modifications of different tumor suppressor genes, 
gene mutation, and differential expression of several proteins 
and microRNAs of invasive and pre-invasive lung tissue 
lesions. Translational researchers have been facing many 
challenges, such as restricted access to early-stage tumor 
tissue samples and tumor heterogeneity and complexity. 
e development of biofluid-based early detection strategies 
could be encouraging for overcoming the limitation of tissue 
acquisition.

Exhaled breath condensate, sputum, peripheral blood and its 
components, and urine suggest the non-invasive utilization 
of more accessible specimens for analysis. Circulating tumor 
cells, altered cell-free DNA and RNA, mRNA, miRNA, 
proteins, peptides, and metabolites which are released into 
the extracellular microenvironment are potentially the 
detectable moieties in blood, enabling detection of changes 
in DNA methylation, DNA amplification, gene mutation, and 
gene expression. Recently, miRNA-based studies have been 
added to the panel in categorizing asymptomatic high-risk 
subjects for developing lung cancer. Many tumor-associated 
antigen targets have been identified in patient sera using 
high-throughput screening platforms, with the dearth of 
autoantibodies and the complexity of the blood proteome as 
the challenging aspects to be streamlined.[43]

Sputum and urine are the other biofluids of research interest. 
Sputum cytology has been recognized as one of the lung 
cancer detection methods with the highest specificity 
(an average specificity of 99% from 16 studies involving 
>28,000  patients[44] and an average sensitivity of 66%). 
Earlier our group reported a higher sensitivity and specificity 
for sputum cytology in the detection of lung cancer on a 
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retrospective analysis of 8690  samples in a tertiary cancer 
care hospital.[45]

e abundance of diagnostic cells present in the sputum 
sample, the specimen collection method, the specimen 
preparation technique, and the expertise of the cytologist who is 
screening the specimen for abnormal cells were the significant 
factors responsible for the lower sensitivity observed in many 
of the studies. Furthermore, the major factor contributing to 
the variation in the sensitivity of sputum cytology appears to 
be that the number of tumor cells exfoliated to sputum from a 
small tumor may not be so higher.

A diverse set of sputum processing methods was compared 
by our study, and sputum processing using red preservative 
was found to be more effective in preserving cell morphology 
and removing the mucus from masking the morphology 
[Figure  1]. e liquid-based cytology preparation using 
mega funnel technique along with cell block study from a 
pooled sample of 3 consecutive days increased the sensitivity 
of sputum cytology than the conventional pick and smear 
alone.[46] Sputum cytology is not only used for the detection 
of tumor cells alone; it is beneficial for the detection 
of dysplasia of squamous cells and atypia of glandular 
cells, the precursor lesions of two of the predominant 
lung cancers.[47-49] Furthermore, our early reports have 
familiarized immunohistochemistry and other molecular 
techniques to supplement the morphological evaluation of 
cancer cell blocks as well as smears prepared from sputum 
samples [Figure  2].[50] Sputum cytology has been suggested 
as an alternative to bypass the invasive biopsy procedure for 
differential diagnosis of lung adenocarcinoma.[51]

Earlier in the 1980s, chest X-rays combined with sputum 
cytology have been failed as a screening method for lung 
cancer in many of the studies, probably because of the poor 
quality of samples and the poor processing techniques, 
further compounded by the lack of expertise to pick out a 
handful of abnormal cells among the very many numbers of 
normal cells and pulmonary macrophages and to differentiate 

reactive and degenerative atypia from precancerous changes. 
e challenge today is to update and standardize sample 
collection and processing methodologies to attain constantly 
high sensitivities for sputum cytology in routine laboratory 
practice that would definitely improve the performance. 
Sample collection is the key to improving performance in 
sputum cytology. e number of sputum specimens analyzed 
per patient is the prime factor affecting the sensitivity. An 
increase in sensitivity from 68% to 85% was documented 
when three specimens were screened instead of one.[52] 
Similarly, the analysis of pooled samples of 3 consecutive 
days was also found to be fruitful.[49] Cell selection techniques 
such as magnetic-assisted cell sorting are reported to enrich 
epithelial cells in sputum >30-fold.[53]

Microscopic evaluation of pre-cancerous and malignant 
changes also demands substantial improvement. Numerous 
endeavors, including automation of analysis of malignancy 
associated changes (MAC) and digital analysis of sputum 
smears, are on consideration by researchers.[54-59] A great 
majority of these studies have reported a high sensitivity. 
We have reported that analysis of glandular cells in sputum 
cytology images using scale-space features can help detect 
lung adenocarcinomas.[60] Even though, demanding large-
scale clinical trials, automated analysis for MAC is another 
promising area in which the textural features of DNA in 
the nuclei of apparently normal bronchial epithelial cells 
are measured to detect malignancy. Several reports on 
the significance of MAC supplementing conventional 
sputum cytology have been documented[61,62] (Sudheesh 
et al., in Proceedings of the 2016 IEEE Students technology 

Figure  1: (a) PAP stained sputum sample processed in the 
conventional pick and smear technique showing a thick cluster 
of malignant cells (×40). Morphological details are masked by 
mucus and inflammatory debris. (b) PAP stained corresponding 
sputum sample processed in the modified technique showing 
malignant cells with clear nuclear and cytoplasmic details in a clear 
background (×40).

ba

Figure  2: (a) H  and  E stained cell block of sputum processed 
in modified technique (×40) showing malignant cells. 
(b)  Immunocytochemical staining (MCM 2) of sputum smear 
processed in modified technique showing malignant cells with 
nuclear expression (×40). (c) Immunocytochemical staining 
(MCM 2) sputum cell block sample prepared in modified technique 
showing nuclear staining of malignant cells in ×40.

cb

a
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symposium), enabling to preselect high-risk people who 
require precise investigations such as CT.

Modern techniques share hands in overcoming the 
hurdles in increasing the sensitivity of sputum cytology. 
Several reports of sputum cytology with a sensitivity of 
>80% emphasize the importance of sputum cytology in 
the diagnostic field.[44] Recent advances in technology 
have shown the possibility of advanced three dimensional 
cytometric analysis by combining flow cytometric analysis 
with CT scan on a cellular level.[63,64] e next major query 
in using sputum cytology for lung cancer detection was the 
presence of premalignant and malignant cells in sputum in 
a detectable percentage. e earlier notion that tumor stage, 
type, and tumor location influence the shedding of tumor 
cells into sputum has clinically proved to be insignificant. 
Neumann et  al. revealed that tumor mass sheds dysplastic, 
premalignant, and malignant cells into sputum irrespective 
of cancer type. Furthermore, they could find comparable 
frequency cancer cells other than dysplastic cells in the 
sputum of patients with different lung tumor subtypes.[48]

Despite all these advantages, the potential of sputum analysis 
is yet to be fully exploited in routine clinical settings. Since 
sputum cytology is a non-invasive, easily repeatable, and highly 
sensitive approach, routine monitoring of the cellular contour 
of sputum from high-risk patients may be advantageous for 
prioritizing further imaging and invasive diagnostic workups.

SUMMARY

An era with sputum cytology as the gold standard for lung 
cancer detection

e current review highlights the significance of sputum 
cytology as a promising laboratory-based screening test for 
lung cancer using the modified processing method, which 
spares the cells for confirmatory molecular techniques. 
Identification of MAC will also supplement the diagnosis. 
Automated screening incorporating the morphological 
features, MAC, and molecular techniques will enable large-
scale screening reliable. We hope that the review will pave 
a way for initiating sputum-based large-scale screening 
methods which may preselect high-risk people whom can be 
subjected to other imaging modalities.
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